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ABSTRACT
Extensive password requirements overload
human memory capabilities as the number of
passwords and their complexity levels increase.
This is evident in the use of textual password (TP)
models that have been plagued with security and
usability problems. Several factors like users’
behavior, operational platform and system design
has been attributed to these problems. But there
exist no known study of password interference
level for multiple mode of authentication and it
relationship with users’ memory capability and
submission pattern.
Presented in this paper is the first objective of an
on-going web study conducted to verify the
password interference level for multiple modes of
password authentication using TP, mnemonic
passwords (MP), Shield-1 (a graphical password
model), and Shield-2 (a graphical password and
fingerprint biometric system). Report from our web
study shows that the success rates of Shield-2
and Shield-1 passwords performed better than
those of MP and TP models. It is strongly believe
that memory cueing provided by images is a
major reason for enhanced users’ success rates
and recall performance, followed by familiarity
based on frequent usage as is the case with TP.
Authentication models can also be significantly
impacted by training, interference alleviation and
frequency of usage.
(Keywords: graphical password, authentication,
passwords, fingerprint biometrics, mnemonic password)

INTRODUCTION
Some organizations have devised strategies to
make passwords memorable to users by
introducing mnemonic passwords (MP), which
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have the capability to counter some of the
deficiencies of textual passwords (TP). To derive
MP, users are instructed to think of memorable
phrases that are not less than seven words that
are not guessable but easy to remember. And by
representing some of these phrases with
numbers, symbols, and letters (i.e., first letters),
the MP is derived. Nonetheless, MP should not
be regarded as the absolute solution for the TP
dilemma, for they still do not remove the
possibility of vulnerabilities like shoulder surfing
attacks where other illegitimate users can view
them being typed or social engineering attacks
where a legitimate user is forced to reveal or
write down their passwords on paper.
Graphical password (GP) models have also been
proposed as a possible alternative to TP,
motivated by the facts that human can remember
pictures better than text (Moncur and Leplâtre,
2007). GP systems take three basic forms, which
are: recognition based systems in which a user
chooses images or icons or symbols from a large
collection to be authenticated, and then the users
need to recognize and identify the images, icons
or symbols he or she selected during the
enrolment stage; and recall-based system (which
is further classified under pure recall models and
cued recall models). In cued recall, users have to
recall a password, but the system offers a
framework of hints, context and cues that help
the users reproduce their passwords or help
them make the reproduction more accurate. Pure
recall-based GP systems are occasionally
referred to as draw metric systems (DeAngeli, et
al., 2005). However, Wiedenbeck, et al., (2005)
stated that the nature of the images used in a
system may have a large effect on people’s
ability to remember their click points.
Biometrics identification of a person is based on
his or her physiological or behavioral
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characteristics. Generally to authenticate, a user
enters an account, username, or inserts a token
such as a smart card, but instead of entering a
password, a simple touch with a finger or a glance
at a camera is enough to authenticate the user
(Fernando et al, 2005). Biometric-based models
provide the same level of security to all users and
the biometric signal is difficult to steal or forge.
Users’ inconveniences are also alleviated
because they do not need to memorize long and
random passwords.
In distinguishing individuals, each biometric trait
has a hypothetical upper bound and fingerprint
representations possess better discrimination
capability (Pankanti, et al., 2002) in comparison to
3
5
face biometrics (10 ) and hand geometry (10 )
that have a limited number of distinguishable
patterns that result in poor quality images that fall
short of the high accuracy requirements of critical
applications (O’Gorman, 2003). Despite these
obvious advantages, the use of biometrics raises
several security, usability, and privacy concerns.
Based on the perception of several leading
biometric authorities, no single biometric can
satisfy all the biometric characteristics, which
includes: universality, uniqueness, permanence,
collectability,
performance,
acceptability,
circumvention resistance and effective costs (Jain,
et al., 1999; Scheuermann, et al., 2002).
Generally, single modal biometric systems are
non-universal in nature. For example, the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST,
2002) has reported that it is not possible to obtain
a good quality fingerprint from approximately two
percentage of the population and hence such
people cannot be enrolled in a fingerprint
biometric system. For this study a multifactor
approach is employed.
Past researched studies on user authentication
models have included studies on the usability and
security of individual modal systems, in which TP
is compared with biometric system (Ratha, et al.,
2001), MP (Onibere and Egwali, 2011), tokens
(Carstens, et al., 2004; Yan, et al., 2004; Zviran
and Erlich, 2006) and GP models (Alireza and
Angelos, 2008; Behzad, et al., 2008; Onibere and
Egwali, 2011). It has also included users’
performance when using multiple TP at different
sites, users’ password management and users’
short-term memory challenges in managing single
and multiple GP models (Fraser, 2006, Tari, et al.,
2006).
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In practice, as newer and better authentication
models are developed, users will be challenged
with the task of not only handling more
authentication models concurrently, but models
with diverse inbuilt techniques and user
requirements. This definitely will generate new
challenges than that from single modal systems.
However there is a dearth of knowledge on the
relationship between users’ memory capability
and multiple modes of authentication.
To address users’ challenges in complying with
conflicting extensive password requirements
which overloads the human memory capabilities,
this study is conducted on four different
authenticating models: TP, MP, shield-1 (a GP
model) and Shield-2 (a graphical and fingerprint
biometric model) authentication models, and
verify the password interference level for multiple
TP, MP, Shield-1, and Shield-2.
The research study examines the relationship
between users’ memory capability and multiple
modes of authentication by studying the
performance of users authenticating with four
dissimilar
inbuilt
authenticating
password
techniques and user requirements. The study
also explores the interference effect among each
authenticating model password techniques and
users password pair. This further aid in
establishing the severity of users’ memorability
challenges.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A field study is conducted on four different
authenticating models: TP, MP, Shield-1 (a GP
model), and Shield-2 (a graphical and fingerprint
biometric model) authentication models, to verify
the password interference level for multiple TP,
MP, Shield-1 and Shield-2.
The image set for Shield-1 and Shield-2 were
taken from a wide range of backgrounds which
includes religious, nature, life’s philosophy,
family, education, goals, food, hobbies etc.,
which significantly increases security. The choice
of an online study instead of a laboratory study is
based on the fact that the online study would
provide access to a larger class of user
population and would provide the enabling
environment for users to authenticate under more
realistic sceneries. The four authenticating
models were selected because users can
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securely remember about four or five dissimilar
passwords (Adams and Sasse, 1999).
Within-subjects design experimentation is used to
compare multiple password interference for each
model usage conditions. There are three different
major activities that users can perform in each
model usage: (1) multiple-password training, (2)
multiple-password
registration
(password
creation) and (3) multiple-password recall (during
subsequent login). These activities are classified
into two sessions. Session one involves training
on how to register and login with the different
models and the filling of an online questionnaire.
Session two involves the actual registration and
login of users to access online materials.

Section One: Training Session and
Questionnaire Assessment
To attract users to the webpage designed for the
web study, some lecturers in Computer
Departments from four different educational
institutions: University of Benin in Edo state,
Benson Idahosa University in Edo State, Crawford
University Oye-Ekiti in Ekiti State, and Rufus Giwa
Polytechnic in Ondo State were informed to direct
their students to the website to access e-books,
course notes, job offers, tutorial materials, etc. No
direct effort was made to contact students to use
the system. To remove any bias as to the order in
which participants utilize the system, all four
models was made available and can be utilized in
parallel as desired by users.

In the training sessions, each authentication
model session begin with an automated
PowerPoint tutorial presentation that introduces
and explain the authentication procedures
needed to login into the sites using the four
models. The rules for creating the different
passwords were made clear to participants
(Table 1).
For example, to register for Shield-1, users were
instructed to first enter their full name, e-mail
address and then select and enter the codes of
each corresponding image of choice by making
use of the keyboard instead of the mouse. A
minimum of six and a maximum of ten images
and their corresponding codes (graphical
passwords) need to be selected. During the login
stages, the participant only provides the
registered email and GP.
In the case of Shield-2, users were instructed to
first enter their full name, e-mail address and
enter the codes of each corresponding image of
choice by making use of the keyboard. The
registration submission button takes the user to
the fingerprint registration wizard interface, which
contains instructions for participants to register a
fingerprint.
The software application was
designed to interact with FingerAuth, an Add-on
Extension for Mozilla Firefox, which captures and
authenticate the fingerprints of the user using an
optical fingerprint sensor device with an image
resolution of 500 DPI + 0.2%, an image size
(pixels) of 260 x 300, an image capture speed of
2.3 frames/second and an image transfer speed
of 308 kbps.

Table 1: Rules for Creating Passwords.
Models
Shield-1

Password Rules
Choose images passwords from the image set.
Enter the numbers below the images on the boxes below each image.
Follow any diagonal pattern while choosing.
Password must not be less than six (6) image codes and greater than ten (10).
Choose images passwords from the image set.
Enter the numbers below the images on the boxes below each image.
Follow any diagonal pattern while choosing.
Password must not be less than six (6) image codes and greater than ten (10).
Register a fingerprint against your password
Enter a MP by choosing an expression of your choice and abbreviating it.
Password must be greater than six (6) characters.
MP must contain lowercase alphabets, uppercase alphabets and numbers.
Enter passwords which are either plainly lower case letter or uppercase letter or numbers or symbols
or the combination of the four
2) Passwords must not be less than six (6) characters.
3) Passwords must contain lowercase alphabets, uppercase alphabets and numbers.

1)
2)
3)
4)
Shield-2
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
Mnemonic 1)
2)
3)
Textual
1)
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The device software driver extracts the minutiae
points from the fingerprint image data, and
converts the data into a unique mathematical
template, comparable to a 60 digit password.
Participants’ fingers of choice must be place in the
fingerprint sensor device for the system to scan
the finger four times in order for the registration to
be established. As each finger is placed on the
sensor, the system automatically reads the
fingerprint four times until a message indicates
that the scan is successful and that the participant
registration has been completed. During the login
stages, the participant provides the registered
email and the initially registered finger. Very few
participants who were chosen at random were
made to use Shield-2, these include novice
computer users and experienced computer users
and they are permitted to login from any machine
(home, school, etc.).
To register with the MP model, participants were
instructed to first enter their full name, e-mail
address, full expression and the MP equivalent of
the expression. As users entered their MP, it is
echoed only as asterisks. However, the MP must
be greater than 6 characters and must contain
lowercase alphabets, uppercase alphabets and
numbers. During the login session, the
participants only had to provide the registered
emails and MP. To register with the TP model,
participants were instructed to first enter their full
name, e-mail address and a password which must
be greater than 6 characters and must contain
lowercase alphabets, uppercase alphabets and
numbers. As users entered their password, it is
also echoed only as asterisks. Subsequently, to
login, the participants were only to provide the
registered emails and passwords.
The tutorial concludes with a directive for
participants to engage in a training session.
Participants are allowed to experiment with
training modules and register their authentication
credentials and login as many times as they
wanted with the system responding with a
message in each case if the password is accepted
or not accepted. At the end of the training
(learning) session (i.e., immediately after clicking
the submission button), participants were made to
fill an online questionnaire that contains
participants demographic information and AC
choices and other authenticating information
required. The filling of the questionnaire took
about 15 minutes, this time frame acted as a
distractor between the learning phase and the first
retention trial. The 15 minutes distraction was
The Pacific Journal of Science and Technology
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presented to remove the passwords from users’
visual working memory, since psychology
literature suggests that 15-30 seconds is ample
time for this to occur (Goldstein, 2006).

Section Two: Actual Authentication and Login
Sessions
After the period of memory tasks, activating the
submission button that submit the questionnaire
form to the database, upload the authentication
interface for participants to actually register and
log into the system. In the actual registration and
login sessions which comes after the training
(learning) phase, irrespective of the model used,
participants had the opportunity to reselect any
authenticating model of their choice irrespective
of what they had used for the training phase to
login to view online information. Instructions on
the screen acted as guides to enable participants
create valid passwords. If a participant was
unable to remember his/her password, another
choice had to be made or the training session
can be visited again.

Users Accounts
Users either registered or logged into the site
using any of the four models. At this stage, the
research site was able to capture a total of 1586
site accounts of users who attempt to register
using the different authenticating models (Shield1(366), MP (331), TP (497) and Shield-2(392)).
During the login phase, the following accounts
were captured: Shield-1 (1284), MP (2016), TP
(1091) and Shield-2 (1273). Statistical record
shows that 918 users who made used of Shield-1
did not register but tried to login. Similarly, 1685
users for MP tried to login without registering first.
Also for TP, 594 participants who did not register,
tried to login. In the case for Shield-2, 881
participants did not register but also attempt to
login.
Users passwords also revealed that some users
tried to log into the site without first registering,
some others registered but at no time logged into
the site, some during registration provided wrong
passwords and never bothered to login, several
others never accessed the website for training
and so provided incorrect authenticating details
and wrong passwords, consequently only the
passwords of users who registered correct
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authenticating details and logged into the site
correctly/incorrectly
using
any
of
the
authenticating models are considered for
assessment. Therefore a total of 1092 accounts
of users who made use of all four authenticating
models are used for the study (i.e. Shield-1 (273),
Shield-2 (273), TP (273) and MP (273)), which is
actually about 85% of users’ registration accounts.
In comparison, from a web study conducted on
users multiple graphical passwords, Moncur and
Leplâtre (2007) used only 35% of the users’
password
accounts
generated
due
to
nonconformities of password policies out of 172
who participated in the study. Everitt, et al. (2009)
carried out a web study were 110 participants
responded, however, only 100 participants
account was focused on out of which only 60%
responded to all the email-based prompt required.
Zhang, et al. (2009) utilized only 93 students to
participate in a password authentication
experiment due to the fact that participants were
restricted to those who participated in stage one
and stage two of their experiment.

Method of Data Analysis
Percentages were used in the analysis of users
authentication data to evaluate the ease at which
users utilize the four models to access online
materials by means of the following five
complimentary measures: registration success
rate (by noting the number of attempts required
for successful registration authentication via help
count), login success rate (by noting the number
of attempts required for successful login
authentication via help count), total success rate,
registration time and login time.
Success rate of registered users of each model is
calculated as the number of trials completed
without errors or restarts over the total number of
trials. To avoid misrepresenting the success rates
“per trial", a password was considered successful
only if entered correctly on the first attempt,
(memorability test), with no restarts or errors.
Failed registration and login attempts (where
users pressed the submission buttons and were
explicitly told that their passwords were incorrect)
are classified with the restart counts since
eventually both failed attempts and restarts are
considered incorrect entries and unsuccessful.
Success rate of all attempts to login is computed
as the number of successful login over the total
attempts to login for each model. Success rate of
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registered users is computed as the number of
successful login over the total number of
successful registered users.
The registration time measures the password
registration or creation time (duration in minutes)
while the login time measures the time to
successfully login (duration in minutes). It began
when the login screen is uploaded and continued
until the user clicks the submit button to either
login successfully or unsuccessfully irrespective
of inherent errors.
To ascertain users’ retention challenges,
password
memorizing
was
measured
longitudinally twice: registration session (M1)
(after filling the online questionnaire) and
subsequent login (M2) within the duration of the
study. In the retention trial users enter their
passwords correctly one time. If a user entered
an incorrect password, the system gives
feedback that the password was wrong and the
participant can reregister new credentials again.
For the number of incorrect submissions, all four
models were measured and analyzed using Twoway Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The
between-subjects factor was the mode of
authentication (i. e Shield-1, MP, TP, Shield-2)
while the within-subjects factor was password
credential retention (i. e. M1 and M2).
The following null hypotheses were posited for
incorrect submissions:
H0(1): Trial will have a significant effect on
participants incorrect retention submissions
in all four models.
H0(2): Mode will have a significant effect on
participants incorrect retention submissions
in all four models.
H0(3): Trial and Mode interaction will have a
significant effect on participants incorrect
retention submissions in all four models.
The following null hypotheses were posited for
correct retention submission time:
H0(1): There is a significant difference in the
between-subjects factor (i.e. Shield-1, MP,
TP, and Shield-2 retention submission time
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Research Model

notification appears too for Job Vacancies and
Course Tutorial downloads links.

An on-going study website called Info Hub &
Center accessible at http://secure-shield.com was
developed
that
contains
four
different
authentication models links: Shield-1 (exclusively
a GP model), Shield-2 (a fingerprint biometric
model), TP model and MP model. The website
has three randomized interfaces with the exact
same sets of links, one (see Figure 1 for one of
the site interface).
The frontend links includes: the Homepage which
takes the user always to the first page that
appears upon opening the Info Hub & Center web
browser program, Resources which summarizes
what the site has to offer, Contact Us which
contains the contact address of the researchers,
Scholarship news which notify users to register
and login using any of the authenticating models
to be able to access the site facility. This

Training is another link on the Frontend that is
available for users to train with any of the four
models (see Figure 2 for Shield-1 training
interface). When users created their accounts,
the passwords creation time (mins), number of
attempts to successfully Create Password (help
count), Number of failed attempt to successfully
Create Password (password failure count) and
information about successful or unsuccessful
password creation attempts for each of the four
models were tracked and stored by the software.
When participants attempted to login to their
created accounts, the time to successfully login
(duration in mins), number of attempts to
successfully login (help count), Number of failed
attempt to successfully login (password failure
count) and information about successful or
unsuccessful login attempts for each of the four
models were stored by the software.

Figure 1: Website Homepage.
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Figure 2: Shield-1 Training Interface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Registration and Login Time

Success Rate

The amount of time to register a valid password
or login time was measured for only users who
successfully registered or login (Table 3). It is
certain that during registration, all four models
falls within 63 seconds (the lowest recorded real
time) and 402 seconds (the highest recorded
time) (Valentine, 1998; Tari, et al, 2006). Shield-1
recorded the least login time of 40.8 seconds,
followed by TP (82.2 seconds). Generally
creating passwords or logging into the site using
graphical images took a longer time than textual
passwords.

The success rates of the registration and login
phases are shown in Table 2. The registration and
login phase reports shows that users registering
with Shield-1 performed better than those using
Shield-2, MP and TP models. However, Shield-2
performed better than MP and TP models.
Users’ registration for Shield-1 was 97%
successful while MP had 91% success rate. TP
had 93% and Shield-2 had 95%. In computing the
success rate of all login attempts, it was evident
that not all who login first registered, Shield-1 had
27%, MP was 14% login success rate, TP was
37% and Shield-2 was 28% login success rate,
However during login, in computing the success
rate of registered users, Shield-1 had 98%
success rate, MP (92%), TP (87%) and Shield-2
(96%).
The Pacific Journal of Science and Technology
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However, a lot of users still had problems
conforming to the rules of providing valid
passwords, this can be observed from the
highest recorded real time registered passwords,
for Shield-1 it was 5.1mins. MP was 4.4mins, TP
3.5mins and Shield-2 6.7mins. Shield-1 recorded
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the highest login time of 6.82mins and this is
followed by Shield-2 (6.7mins).

Incomplete Retention Submission

lead us to refuse to reject H0(1) and conclude that
trial have a significant effect on participants
incorrect retention submissions in all four models.
The F-value of 0.97 does not exceed the critical
F-value of 3.782; F(3, 1088) = 0.97, p < .01.

Only credentials of users who registered and login
subsequently making use of all four authenticating
models were used for this study. Table 4 shows
the results of the number of incomplete
submissions.

Results of mode lead us to refuse to reject H0(2)
and conclude that mode have a significant effect
on participants incorrect retention submissions in
all four models. The F-value of 1.39 does not
exceed the critical F-value of 3.782; F(3, 1088) =
1.39, p < .01.

Incorrect Retention Submission

Results of Trial and Mode interaction lead us to
refuse to reject H0(3) and conclude that trial and
mode interaction have a significant effect on
participants incorrect submissions in all four
models.

The ANOVA results of the between-subjects
factor (i.e. Shield-1, MP, TP, Shield-2) and withinsubjects factor (i.e. M1 and M2) of retention trial

Table 2: Comparison of Registration and Login Success Rates for the Four Authenticating Models.
Registration
Login

Phase
Attempt to Register
Success Rate
Attempt to Login
Success Rate of all Attempt to Login
Login Success Rate of Registered Users

Shield-1
366
354 (97%)
1284
346 (27%)
346 (98%)

MP
331
301 (91%)
2016
277 (14%)
277 (92%)

TP
497
462 (93%)
1091
403 (37%)
403 (87%)

Shield-2
392
371 (95%)
1273
356 (28%)
356 (96%)

Total
1586
1488 (94%)
5664
1382 (24%)
1360 (91%)

Table 3: Comparison of the Mean (Standard Deviation) Time to Register/Login.
Models
Shield-1
MP
TP
Shield-2

Time to Register Password (mins)
Lowest Time
Highest Time
Mean (SD)
1.47
5.1
3.55 (1.01)
1.73
4.4
2.45 (0.79)
1.3
3.5
2.29 (0.99)
5.1
6.7
6.17 (0.62)

Login Time (mins) (SD)
Lowest Time
Highest Time
Mean (SD)
0.68
6.82
3.32 (1.40)
1.73
5.07
2.27 (0.78)
1.37
4.08
2.27 (0.78)
5.1
6.7
6.08 (0.66)

Table 4: ANOVA Summary Data for Incomplete Submission (Shield-1(273), Shield-2 (273), TP (273) and
MP(273)).

M1

M2

Total

Shield-1
MP
TP
Shield-2
M
0.19
0.24
0.38
0.10
SD
0.4
0.54
0.67
0.3
V
0.16
0.29
0.45
0.09
SE
0.09
0..12
0.15
0.07
M
0.10
0.14
0.24
0.14
SD
0.3
0.48
0.54
0.36
V
0.09
0.23
0.29
0.13
SE
0.07
0.1
0.12
0.08
M
0.14
0.19
0.31
0.12
SD
0.35
0.51
0.6
0.33
V
0.13
0.26
0.37
0.11
SE
0.05
0.08
0.09
0.05
Where Mean is M, Standard Deviation is SD, Variance is V and Standard Error
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The F-value of 0.34 does not exceed the critical Fvalue of 3.782; F(3, 1088) = 0.34, p < .05.
It is very interesting to note in this study that mode
does have a significant effect on participants
correct retention submissions in all four models.
Participants were able to remember their
passwords better using Shield-2 with only 0.12
incorrect submissions, this was closely followed
by Shield-1 with 0.14 incorrect submissions; next
was MP (0.19) and TP (0.31). This shows that
participants have less retention challenges using
the GP modes.

Correct Retention Submission Time
The ANOVA analysis of correct retention
submission time is shown in Table 5. The test
statistic is the F value of 6.55. Using α of .01, we
have that F01; 3, 1088 = 3.782. Since the test statistic
is much lower than the critical value, we accept
the null hypothesis that there is a significant
difference in the between-subjects factor (i.e.
Shield-1, MP, TP, and Shield-2 retention
submission time. The p-value for 0.000217 is
6.55, so the test statistic is significant at that level.
Results also show that: Shield-1 vs MP, Shield-1
vs TP, Shield-1 vs Shield-2 are significant at
p<.01. However, MP vs TP, MP vs Shield-2 and
TP vs Shield-2 are not significant. M1 phase was
activated immediately after the training (learning)
and 15-30 seconds distractor phase, thus
participants had less difficulty recalling their
passwords, irrespective of the mode of
authentication during submissions. The lack of
significant difference in the trial, mode and

interaction between trial and mode of
participants’ incorrect submissions in all four
models, indicate that a major factor that
influenced the accuracy of password submission
was password retention for all four model users.
Participants correct retention submission time
showed that MP was faster followed by TP, then
Shield-1 and finally Shield-2.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the first study of multiple
mode of authentication to methodically examine
the effects of interference resulting from
interleaving access to multiple mode of
authenticating and the severity of users’
memorability challenges. These effects have a
number of significant implications for multimodal
authentication model password usage. Generally,
it is evident that users’ behavior change as they
try to get use to the models and accumulate
passwords. Results of our web study indicate that
for all four models registration rate, users’
registration with MP performed better than that of
the other three models while during the login
phase, users performed better with Shield-2. The
success rates of the registration and login phases
reports shows that users registering with Shield-2
and Shield-1 performed better than those using
MP and TP models. However, MP performed
better than TP model. This is because users are
provided beforehand with images that acted as
cues during registration and many took
advantage of these image cues during login. In
these instances, the interference mitigating
mechanism was effective.

Table 5: ANOVA Summary for Retention Submission Time (Shield-1(273), Shield-2 (273), TP (273) and
MP (273)).
Source of Variance
Between Subjects
Error
Total

Sum of Square (SS)
5.551
308.489
314.040
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Degree of Freedom (df)
3
1088
1091

Mean Squares (MS)
1.850
0.282

F

P-value

6.55

0.000217
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The end result of the registration and login time
reveals that a lot of users had problems
conforming to the rules of providing valid
passwords.
This shows that users’ time to
authenticate can be significantly impacted by
training, interference, familiarity and frequency of
usage. Users with MP followed by Shield-1 and
then Shield-2 took longer registration times, but as
users get more familiar with the system, Shield-2
recorded the best login time followed by MP
before TP and Shield-1. Thus in estimating
registration and login the time for authentication
models, design principles involving training,
interference, familiarity and frequency of usage
must be taken into consideration and
incorporated.

As part of future work there is the need to
determine users’ password complexity and
ascertain the persuasive elements that attracted
Shield-1 images selections and that of Shield-2
against a particular fingerprint and verify if these
elements will positively affect users MP and TP
choices.

The recall rate computed for participants who
register with all four authenticating models but
could not login at the end of the training (learning)
session, after filling the questionnaire showed that
users in the Shield-2 condition made significantly
less recall errors when trying to recall their
password.
This proves that interference
alleviation techniques are very helpful at aiding
users to recall their passwords without adopting
vulnerable habits. So in this research study, it is
believed that memory cueing provided by images
is at least part of the reason for enhanced users’
password recall performance followed by
familiarity based on frequent usage as is the case
with TP passwords, which were the second best
recalled passwords.
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